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Comtrade Digital Services

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING 
FOR TOMORROW

Provider of strategic software engineering services and solutions
that enable companies across different industries to reinvent their 
business models digitally.
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Medical Business Unit provides premium software engineering services to medical device manufacturers and healthcare IT solution providers. Our customers range from startups to multibillion companies



Our focus

MEDICAL FINTECHSMART
ENERGY

AI

MAIN TARGET MARKETS:

IRELAND & UKDACH USA
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Selection of clients



Comtrade’s AI Collective
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STEM: predicting peak energy demand in Ontario 

• Provider of energy storage as a service 
• More than 900 storage systems for over 280

organizations across USA, Canada and Japan



Automating analysis of microscope images
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 https://comtradedigital.com/news/comtrade-digital-services-announces-ai-energy-storage-partnership-with-global-leader-stem/https://blog.comtradedigital.com/blog/hand-in-hand-with-artificial-intelligence-in-the-energy-sectorhttps://blog.comtradedigital.com/blog/intelligent-energy-storageElectricity demandCoordinate electricity consumption with its productionFor safe stable and safe supply of electricity requires matching dynamic consumption with productionChallenge: spikes in consumptionBase load, peak loadSTEM offers energy storage as a service to reduce electricity bills for their customersOn-site installation of batteries integrated with Predictive software that constantly monitors energy usage use and costs and making real-time decisions for the customer when to draw power to the grid and when from batteries (Stem manages more than 900 energy storage systems for over 280 organizations across the USA, Canada and Japan.)Comtrade Digital Services together with AI Collective developed a solution for predicting future electricity demand and peaks. The solution can be universally applied and currently is used for the Canada case. data was obtained from several different sourcesOur predictive algorithm is based on supervise machine learning and it is able to predict future demand as well as daily and annual peaks. The current implementation uses random forest algorithm but also supports any other machine learning algorithm. We have also tried neural networks together with autoML tool Black Fox from AI Collective which performs neural network parameter optimization. periodically trained using newly available data for data sources micro services architectureOne of them was the peak prediction, in charge of making predictions, and the other one was the market demand data , in charge of collecting data.canonical form to store the datActual data was being updated every hour, so there was a need to ensure the proper track of this information. We developed for that a system called watermark, which told us when was the last time we update the actual data field.Docker kubernetes testing. This was all packed and delivered to our customer which deployed it on their premises and it’s already running on their premises. The solution fulfilled the requirements of our customer in terms of accuracy which resulted into a long term partnership with them. Our solution was also awarded with the most innovative solution in the energy sector 2019



Research activities 

CERN 
(European Organization 
for Nuclear Research)

Comtrade joined CERN openlab 
in 2015 to improve access to 
more than 140 petabytes of 
Large Hadron Collider data for 
thousands of researchers 
worldwide
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Thank you for 
you attention

Boris Cergol
boris.cergol@comtrade.com
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